Abstract-It can be very difficult to manually create software systems which capture the knowledge of an expert. It is an expensive and laborious process that often results in a suboptimal solution. In this paper we propose a new approach which does not require complete manual knowledge construction. The described system is relevant and usable for the end user from the beginning of its development. It is continuously being trained by the experts while they are using it. The study pays attention to the development of the hypotheses that the developing system uses as it adapts to feedback it receives from its own actions on itself, on objects, on the users of the system and the reflection on this feedback. This paper explains how the computer learns from the experts using an example system which performs handwriting recognition. In order to provide a general mechanism, the principle of learning to learn is proposed and applied to the problem of handwriting recognition.The goal is the creation of a system that learns to 'google' through handwritten documents, starting from scratch with a pile of raw images.
I. INTRODUCTION
When teaching a child to play soccer, the child could be painstakingly instructed how to kick the ball and optimize this process. This approach would require an extensive training where the tutor pays enduring attention to every single move of the leg and foot. Needlessly to say this is not how tutors work in daily practice. A much easier approach is to tell the kid how it can learn for itself. This requires an explanation of the concrete geometrical configuration of a ball and a goal. The child should then practice and maximize the percentage of balls hitting the goal. The tutor might give the child some advice while the child is practicing, but most of the learning is done autonomously. This way the tutor can train more individuals at the same time.
We suggest to adopt this intuitive approach in pattern recognition. Complex pattern recognition problems demand intelligent solutions. The usual approach to such problems is an extensive trajectory of research and development. This often results in a fine-tuned intelligent system of which the performance is not satisfactory. This scenario can be avoided by replacing the stereotypical manual design pattem by an autonomous system that learns what steps to take to achieve good performance. We call this Cognitive Developmental Pattern Recognition (CDPR), following the naming from robotics [1] . This is a system that learns to learn, adapting to the problem at hand. An important property of CDPR is that * Artificial Intelligence Department, University of Groningen, The Netherlands. *8 Computer Science Department, Utrecht University, The Netherlands it benefits from the knowledge of the end user by requesting small amounts of information in an interactive setup.
In the creation of systems that capture the knowledge of users, quite often the focus is on how the information should be presented and on how the creator of the system can obtain the information from the users. Our study aims for a different approach. The focus is on identifying mechanisms by which the system may determine which information should be presented to the user in order to:
* minimize the required interaction (e.g., as measured in amount of mouse clicks) * maximize the infornation gain for the learning algorithms These two problems go hand in hand. A larger information gain means the computer learns faster, which results in fewer interactions between the human and the computer. Solving them is difficult and there is no abundant literature teaching us how to combine these two questions at once. The proposed methodology solves these problems by embedding current machine learning techniques within a general and comprehensive architecture.
The research is inspired by current theories of human cognition. Jean Piaget [15] formulated theories about how infants construct a view on the world by learning and adaptation. Since the intelligence of the current systems is not yet close to that of humans, it is worthwhile to obtain inspiration from natural cognition.
Section II provides the theoretical background that inspired CDPR. We first give an introduction on how humans might solve the complex task of developing hypotheses and testing them against experiences, which is called psychogenesis, or the development of the mind. Modern variants of the theory of Piaget [15] form the basis of how the human infant constructs its cognitive procedures. Our research does not focus only on the technical aspects of pattern recognition in hybrid intelligent systems [13] , but also on the subjective part of the system itself. We also introduce a second core concept: behavior-based learning, which forms the basis of how a computer can learn its own learning architecture.
In section III, we explain the basic idea of CDPR.
Section IV illustrates how CDPR can be applied to solve a complex real problem: handwriting recognition. It reports our progress in the development of a system which is able to search through massive collections of connected-cursive handwritten text. The complexity of the problem is so big that conventional approaches typically fail or only work on specialized and confined problems, such as pay checks [12] .
1-4244-0100-3/06/$20.00 ©)2006 IEEE Therefore, it may be conducive to look at the machine as if it were a learning child, though this is not a typical cognitive task of infants.
Section V concludes the article.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND CDPR was inspired by developments in three different research areas: psychogenesis in psychology, behavior-based learning in robotics and eXtreme Programming in software engineering. In this section, we first explain psychogenesis and then behavior-based learning. In all cases we indicate their relation with CDPR.
A. Psychogenesis: Inspiration from nature
Dealing with the origin and development of psychological processes, personality, or behavior is called psychogenesis. What interests us are the cognitive processes underlying the development of the behavior of intelligent systems. An essential aspect of cognitive systems is that internal processes might change the external behavior, but they can also act on other internal states. These processes are regarded as psychological or mental states of adaptation, searching and reflection on previous actions.
Jean Piaget formulated theories about psychogenesis, called cognitive constructivism [15] . The main parts of the theory are an "ages and stages" component that predicts what children can and cannot understand at different ages, and a theory of development that describes how children develop cognitive abilities. The "ages and stages" part states that a developing child has certain time-slots when it can learn certain abilities. We focus on the the theory of cognitive development which claims that humans cannot be "given" information, which they immediately understand and use.
Instead, humans "construct" their own knowledge [9] by generating hypotheses and test these against the environment: they build their knowledge through experience. Experiences enable them to create schemes and mental models in their minds. These schemes are changed, extended, and made more sophisticated through the complementary processes of assimilation and accommodation. This paper proposes a way of developing such schemes, by providing the necessary building blocks that the system can use to get to the correct solution.
B. Behavior-based learning: Learning is a behavior An important mechanism is selective attention. In [4] a mechanism called Behavior Based Interval Estimation (BBIE) is shown where the learning itself is a behavior. The reinforcement learning algorithm chooses what to pay attention to, in order to optimize the performance. CDPR can be seen as a computer variant of cognitive constructivism using the BBIE algorithm.
The overall architecture of the BBIE system is inspired by the subsumption architecture of Brooks [3] . Brooks developed a layered control architecture for robots where each layer is fixed as a single debugged behavior. In [4] the subsumption architecture is extended with reinforcement learning on top of the layers. Instead of a layer consisting of a single behavior, every layer gets several actions it can choose from. The control architecture is split into different behavioral components per layer, where each behavioral component can be anything ranging from performing a simple operator to a complete behavior, specializing for the functionality of that layer. The learning mechanism chooses the action in a layer that maximizes the gain in information over all the layers but also balances it with maximum performance using the Interval Estimation algorithm from [10] . It is an algorithm without parameters to tune. The algorithm is fast and gives good results early on. It follows the idea of satisfycing [17] which means that it should be good enough, instead of the best (and probably unattainable) result. CDPR is a generalization of the BBIE algorithm. Though in CDPR, a layer can also consist of a learning mechanism or human interaction. Every layer has mechanisms that the designers deem useful for a specific part of the complete task. The BBIE algorithm in CDPR tries to maximize the amount of user satisfaction and to minimize the processing time. User satisfaction is measured in how many bad results are given back as being wrong by the end users.
C. Extreme Programming: Implementation
Developing software is a complex process. In Extreme Programming (XP) [2] it is customary to have continuous feedback during the development of the software. The feedback ensures that unfortunate design choices are caught when they do not harm: right after the making of such an unfortunate choice. Our research takes XP to the extreme by creating software that uses the continuous feedback from the user to improve on itself. It is better to catch a mistake from the learning software early on and use the feedback to improve on it than to build a complete system only to find out that it did not exactly do what was expected.
Also in the development of scientific software many of the principles of XP hold [5] . One of those principles is the use of short development cycles, in the range of a few weeks. Due to short development cycles, both in the development of the functionality of the software and the hypotheses, the system becomes more robust against errors, strange data, wrong usage, etc. In the case of scientific software, testdriven development is mandatory: if you are working in a team of scientist, then you will want to check whether the software is functioning as it is meant to do, and by looking at tests and creating them, one can make certain that the software is doing the right thing. The ideas of testdriven development have aided in the conception of capturing hypothesis driven expert knowledge. By this we mean that the system we design creates its own hypotheses and checks them against the experts that are using the system.
III. COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENTAL PATTERN RECOGNITION
Traditionally, expert systems are created by an expert system builder who interviews domain experts, extracts and models knowledge, and who delivers a database query system for the domain expert to use. Quite often it is not possible to extract the knowledge from the domain expert, for example when the expert does not even know what steps he or she performs to come to a solution. It might also be the case that the nature of the knowledge is too difficult to capture in a database system.
A different approach is, instead of building a fixed system, to create a system where the experts give advice to the system and incrementally train it by actually using the system. This means that the intelligent system is always in leaming mode.
In the following we summarize the components of a CDPR system.
A. Behavioral layers
The building blocks reside in layers. These building blocks range from simple operations to leaming mechanisms and classifiers. It is essential that the functionality of the layers is separated and clearly defined. Each layer has a post-condition it needs to fulfill and has to give the correct information to the next layer. The building blocks can be bootstrapped [19] for better performance.
B. Hypotheses
An important part of the intemal state can be regarded as consisting of hypotheses on the outside world. The hypotheses determine which building blocks to use. The developing system has to improve and expand the hypothesis space with new hypotheses, which are tested on whether they are an improvement or not. The trainers of the system, i.e., the human users, are essential in the developmental process within the system. The actions of the users determine whether the system assumes it is on the right track or whether it has to undertake actions to review, refine or change the way it interpreted its input. Hypotheses are assertions that a computed value should be within certain limits and the system checks on the validity of the building blocks. Most parts of the system are considered as hypotheses that can be true, false or have a confidence measure. Some hypotheses could be nonsensical, but after passing a threshold they are always discarded by the system. Once the system has gathered enough samples it can start to generate hypotheses by itself and see if it can improve on its own performance, for example using cross validation. Each time the user rejects a solution, the hypotheses are adjusted. If the input was not classifiable by the hypotheses it already had, new hypotheses can be generated. Focusing on the wrongly classified input is similar to the idea behind the Adaboost algorithm [8] .
C. Global feedback loop
The main 'engine' of CDPR is the reinforcement leaming algorithm from [4] which sometimes uses human feedback. First the system is bootstrapped. The full (but simple) system is built. It does not function perfectly right from the start, but it already gives reasonable results. The user can push a button at any time indicating that he or she did not agree with the results of the system; as such there is always feedback Fig. 1 . An example of a part of a handwritten document from the Dutch National Archive if the system took a wrong decision. These are key leaming moments for the system. The user does not have to specify why he or she did not like the results. The user might not even know why, but the computer will re-evaluate hypotheses and offers the next best possibility.
D. Initialization/bootstrapping
The idea is to give the system advice on what we, humans, think is a good idea in the form of hypotheses. These hypotheses are later to be used by a reinforcement leaming algorithm for further improvements using also state information of the input. After the creation of hypotheses, the system is bootstrapped either on known examples or by training the system in parts. The users train the system incrementally. Instead of having the computer figuring out what to do from scratch, or from a tabula rasa state, it already got hints on how to solve the problem. The actual filling in of a specific situation, parameters and actions are leamed by the computer. This is the stage where the developers give 'advice' in the form of operations it can perform.
IV. CASE STUDY: DEVELOPING A HANDWRITING RECOGNITION SYSTEM
The Dutch National Archive stores handwritten historical documents on bookshelves that measure about one hundred kilometers in total. This is only one of the many archives in the Netherlands. Together all archives form a collection of about seven hundred kilometers of bookshelves1. There are about 180.000 people in the Netherlands doing research into their historical backgrounds, which is about one percent of the population of the Netherlands. Searching in the archive is nearly impossible. We are developing 'googling' procedures for the collections of the Dutch National Archive, as part of a large national project (NWO/SCRATCH and NWO/MORPH) for improving the access to cultural heritage.
Handwriting The property of learning to learn, to decrease the training time, is paramount within a project as complex as HWR of connected cursive scripts. It is evident that tight-loop supervision with accurate and detailed error feedback, such as in back-propagation training of neural networks, is complicated and in any case costly when it comes to the training of the preprocessing stages.
Usually, machine-learning techniques such as HiddenMarkov Models [ 16] or a combination of smart preprocessing and template matching [14] are used for HWR research. The idea put forward in this paper is not to design a system with a single optimized function, but to design a system that learns optimal strategies.
HWR is a problem where the domain expert cannot explicitly express the way he or she performs his or her work. Although most humans are able to learn how to read, there is no known algorithm or procedure that captures such knowledge. This section describes one layer that is being bootstrapped using a method that interacts with the user.
Many problems exist in HWR research. One is the preprocessing of the color or gray scale image to a binarized version only containing the text. Subsequently, the text lines have to be identified which raises the question of what is part of a line at all. In boxed isolated-character scripts (e.g. Chinese or Korean) this is often not an issue, but in western style scripts for example the 'g' can be connected to a character in the text line below. To recognize to which line the piece of ink belongs, one has to recognize the word first, but to recognize the word one has to know where the piece of ink belongs to, which is a paradox. For humans this is a relatively easy task, but for image-processing algorithms this still is an unsolved problem, demanding precise parameter values, thresholds and manual tuning.
As an example, rather than programming a fixed order of preprocessing steps in a fixed pipeline, we consider the actions of each processing module as part of a behavioral pattern which is controlled by parameters, which in turn are being optimized using cost evaluation.
The preprocessing of an image into a binarized image can be done with image processing software such as Photoshop or the Gimp. However, this takes a lot of experimentation and knowledge of the software to get a correctly binarized image [7] . Some specific image processing filters that are applied to the input image might not even be available in these general image processing products.
The filters or algorithms might have some parameters, for example the size of a convolution matrix, a threshold etc. These parameters are usually adjusted by the expert to get to the correctly preprocessed image. The only way the expert knows how to do this is because he or she has had training and has experience. Our system has some knowledge (the image processing algorithms it can select) but does not know which one it should apply and in what order. Once there is a binarized image it is put into the writer identification system and that delivers a list of possible writers. 
A. Global feedback loop
The goal of the system we created is to minimize the user interaction. The creators of the system only have a vague idea of what might work and the knowledge that the system is capturing is very difficult if not impossible to quantify. Often the user can not explain why an answer is good or bad. But the user does know when an answer is bad. The system improves itself by getting rid of the bad solutions.
The algorithm minimizes the interaction between a human and a computer for binarization of an image without having expert knowledge. It is already ready to use by the people in the field, in this case at the forensic institute. The next steps are to let people use it, collect data and let the computer learn how it can improve on its learning.
We use an evolutionary algorithm (EA) [6] [1 1] to generate sequences of filters (including parameters) to apply on the input image. The individuals in the population represent these sequences. Since there is no clear way to rank the individuals of the population the only viable option is tournament selection. With tournament selection a certain amount of individuals are chosen randomly from a child population and after some form of competition the fittest goes to the next generation. The selected individuals are put into a parent population and from this parent population the next generation of the child population is produced through mutation and recombination. In our case we first had a tournament selection size of two, but after a short while we introduced a selection size of three since many individuals deliver poor performance in the early stages of the EA. A bigger tournament size gives rise to a higher evolutionary pressure and faster convergence, but might also limit the search space. A larger toumament size results in less mouse clicks of the user.
The user sees the original picture, and three pictures that are processed by the system. As usual with tournament selection there is always one winner. After a while we realized that if all the output images are bad, then there is no use of putting these individuals in the next generation. Therefore we created a "Rubbish" button, which means that all images that the user sees are bad. The user can press it if he or she does not like any of the results. Whenever that button is pushed, three new individuals are created and put in the child population. However, the more the user approves the images (because it looked reasonable) the chance that these generated individuals are random diminishes, and the chance that the new individuals are created from already reasonable individuals increases.
We asked the users to select a processed image if: the text was black, the background white and the written text horizontal (not all are horizontal due to scanning variations). An interesting aspect is that the test persons (mostly university students) at first made some very poor choices. We did not understand why they made the poor choices. But when we asked if they could also pay attention to whether it looks good, the results were much better. The total amount of clicks for a certain image were reduced with approximately two thirds by these procedures.
By combining different trained hypotheses the system knows when the chance for acceptance gets below a certain threshold (a few percent) and the image is not shown to the user at all. Also the hypotheses can tell the EA that the first x steps were correct according to the hypotheses but that all steps afterward were not good (again with a degree of certainty). The EA will then only keep the first x steps, the resulting image after those first steps is shown to the user in a tournament selection, and if chosen it gets into the parent population.
B. Behavioral layers
We explain how we have implemented an expert task, by implementing the possible actions an expert might undertake to solve a problem, but we let the computer figure out what exactly has to be done in this situation by selecting from these actions. The system tries several methods and the most promising methods are explored with the use of the interval estimation algorithm [10] , [4] .
A behavioral layer can be anything ranging from performing a simple operator to meta-clustering on the Blue Gene supercomputer we use in our research. A behavior can also draw attention to a certain region for more processing. Since some words are easier to recognize than others, and some might have features that hint at an important word (such as a capital), not all parts of a scanned document receive the same amount of processing. The layers are shown in figure  2 . In this article we focus on one layer, but all layers are dealt with in the same regard.
Although the general mechanism of selective attention could be applicable to different research domains, our implementation will involve steps such as more processing time for the segmentation of a part of the image, the use of more clustering algorithms for meta-clustering etc.
Another option is the use of evolutionary programming [20], [7] for single filters, instead for combinations of filters. If there is a ground truth in place the system can train itself where improvement of the baseline performance is the goal. This could be regarded as a form of reflection on its own actions. The system uses knowledge from past experiences to improve its future actions.
C. Initialization/bootstrapping
The system is bootstrapped by training the layers separately. In the beginning of a developmental process there is no feedback on the end product (a correct classification of a word) yet, but the system is bootstrapped by incremental improvements of the layers. The layer that is explained in this article is the preprocessing layer. This layer is trained by humans for increased performance on the data which appear within the operating context at hand. We used Evolutionary Programming (EP)[I 1] to generate hypotheses while humans were evaluating the results. Humans are very good at finding satisfycing [17] solutions in a short amount of time.
D. Hypotheses
At the moment of writing this paper, the actions of the prototypical system are fairly limited. But as the system matures, more hypotheses are generated and have to be taken into consideration.
In our preprocessing layer, one of the hypotheses is that the number of black pixels in the preprocessed image should be between certain bounds. With a random combination of filters it is likely that there are bad outcomes, such as a total black picture. Instead of specifying a maximum amount of black pixels before rejecting the picture, the bounds are learned where a picture is always discarded by the user, but also when it is always accepted. Since the system is using confidence intervals [10] , [4] statements such as: 'there is a 95% chance that this picture would be rejected by a human' become possible.
The cases that are the most important are the rejects by the user that are not classifiable by the hypotheses it already has. For these cases we plan to use reinforcement learning, partly initialized by the good hypotheses.
The next steps are to use already fit individuals (equals sequences of image processing filters) from previous binarizations as a seed point for the EA. This is a natural way of speeding up the system. A less obvious step is to use reinforcement learning [18] 1996 . but also from the subjective (or internal) one. CDPR can be applied to the problem of handwriting recognition and we expect it can be used in many other domains.
The research is still preliminary, but the results are promising. Within two months after the start there already is usable software. This software will be distributed to users who generate data needed for machine learning.
Once there is enough feedback from the users the 'learning to learn' algorithms play an increasingly important role, which should decrease the interaction between humans and computers even more. The ultimate goal is that the computer does not even have to ask anything because its conclusions are certain enough. Our future work will continue in this line with the aid of a supercomputer to go through many hypotheses and to try many different combinations of learning algorithms.
